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To achieve a brunoise 
cut, start with julienne-
cut vegetables and chop 
the thin strips into cubes. 
These cubes should 
measure about 3mm 
on each side, and are 
often used in soups and 
sauces. Though too tiny 
to feature as vegetables 
in themselves, carrot 
and pepper brunoise, in 
particular, are commonly 









Also known as the French 
cut, the julienne cut is where 
a food item is sliced into thin 
strips, each strip resembling 
a matchstick. It is commonly 
used for carrots, celery 
and potatoes (particularly 
for julienne fries, or French 
fries). The easiest way to 
achieve this cut is to trim the 
food into a straight-sided 
shape. Slice thinly on one 
plane, and then again on 
the other. Resultant strips 
should measure 3mm x 
3mm, and be up to 6cm in 
length. Julienne vegetables 
are often found in stir-fries, 
or sautéed to accompany 












Making the    cut  
入廚基本功：刀工
By Rachel Duffell
Skilled use of the knife is essential in  
cooking whatever the cuisine. Perfecting  
the art of slicing and dicing ensures dishes always have 
great texture – and also look sharp. Here we highlight  
five basic cuts that every chef should  






The batonnet cut 
produces a heftier stick 
than the julienne cut: 
about 6mm x 6mm in 
cross section, and often 
slightly longer. This cut  
is also the starting point 
for the small dice. The 
batons in vegetable form 
can accompany meat 
or fish, or be served as 
crudités along with a dip  










This cut, which means 
“little ribbons” in French, 
is used for larger, leafed 
vegetables such as lettuce, 
cabbage and spinach. It is 
similar to the julienne cut 
in its result but features 
longer, extremely thin 
pieces. Stack the leaves 
of the vegetables and roll 
tightly before slicing thinly, 
perpendicular to the roll. 
The resulting chiffonade 
can be used for a garnish, 













Rondelle, as the name 
suggests, is a round cut 
used when preparing 
cylindrical ingredients such 
as courgettes, carrots 
and cucumbers – or even 
sausages or salami. It 
involves chopping circular 
slices from the ingredient 
so that they resemble 
coins. These slices can 
range in thickness from 
3mm up to 1cm. Make it 
a diagonal cut by placing 
your knife at an angle to the 
ingredient and creating oval 
slices, or go for decorative 
rondelles by scoring or 
fluting the ingredient 
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